
P
rize-winning American

biologist Dr. Paul

Ehrlich, renowned for

his warnings about the con-

sequences of population growth

and limited resources, will

join Dr. Pete Myers, founder

and CEO of Environmental

Health Sciences, for a pres-

entation on October 20 in

Room 300 of the Center for

the Environment building.

Their presentation, “The Current Mass Extinction Event:

Causes and Cures,” is scheduled for 7 p.m.

Ehrlich, who served as Bing Professor of Population

Studies at Stanford University and president of Stanford’s

Center for Conservation Biology, gained global recognition

for his 1968 book, The Population Bomb, which asserted

that the world’s human overpopulation would result in

mass starvation. He has authored more than 1,000 pub-

lications including about 50 books.

Ehrlich received his Ph.D. from the University of Kansas.

He is a member of the National Academy of Sciences

and a recipient of the Crafoord Prize (a substitute for

the Nobel Prize in fields of science where the latter is

not given), the Blue Planet Prize, and numerous other

international awards. 

Myers holds a doctorate from UC Berkeley. For a dozen

years beginning in 1990, Myers served as director of

C
onsumer advocate Erin

Brockovich, best known

for her involvement in

one of the largest direct action

lawsuits in U.S. history, will

speak November 7 at the Keppel

Auditorium. 

Her topic will be “Community

Power: How We Can All Make

a Difference in Creating a

Healthier Planet.”  

While working as a file clerk

at a Los Angeles law firm in 1992, Brockovich uncovered

documents that ultimately led to more than 600 residents

of Hinkley, California, filing a lawsuit against utility giant

PG&E. The $333 million settlement they received is the

largest of its kind in the history of the United States. 

The story of Brokovich’s life and involvement in the

case was the subject of the 2000 film Erin Brockovich,
which starred Julia Roberts in the title role. 

In 2001 she published the book Take It from Me: Life’s a
Struggle But You Can Win, which became a New York

Times bestseller, and was the host of a Lifetime series

called Final Justice with Erin Brockovich as well as the

ABC special Challenge America with Erin Brockovich.
She has also become an in-demand speaker, frequently

traveling the international lecture circuit, and was one

of the primary contributors to the 2012 documentary

Last Call at the Oasis, an investigation into the impact

of the depletion of the world’s water supply.

In the time since the Hinkley lawsuit that made her

famous, Brockovich has continued to work as a consumer

advocate and environmental activist. She has been

involved in numerous successful lawsuits against envi-

ronmental polluters as well as ongoing lawsuits involving

automobiles, pharmaceuticals and medical devices. She

is the president of Brockovich Research & Consulting

and in partnership with Google curates a crowd-sourced

map intended to track possible environmental health

hazards around the world.■

Dr. Paul Ehrlich

Renowned Thought Leaders to Speak at Center

Center to Host Famed Consumer Advocate Erin Brockovich

(For more on Renowned Thought Leaders, go to page 8.)
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Center’s Influence Goes Global
By Dr. John E. Wear, Jr.

W
e have known for decades that the Center for the

Environment has had and continues to have an im-

pact locally, regionally and even nationally. But re-

cently we received information that points to the impact the

Center has had globally.

Stan Thompson wrote me to make me aware of the environmen-

tal impact that has resulted from the Center for the Environ-

ment’s hosting the Third International Hydrail Conference

(3IHC) back in 2007. Stan is the person who has spearheaded efforts in the United

States to promote hydrogen-powered railways and transit (hydrail) throughout this

country and the world through this international conference. He wanted to make me

aware of the impact that pivotal 2007 conference had made.  

Stan reports that IHC’s work – including its conference at the Center – has expanded this

climate-friendly means of transport. Forty hydrail commuter trains are being deployed in

Germany alone, and two companies in China are now manufacturing hydrail trams.

He hails Catawba College and the Center for making “a dramatic difference in the

world’s environment by … bringing new knowledge into the world.”

Our National Environmental Summit

for High School Students always im-

pacts our participants, and this sum-

mer’s experience further confirms that.

At the end of this year’s summit, I in-

terviewed a number of the participants

that volunteered to sit down with me

and discuss their experience.  All were

very positive about the impact the ex-

perience had upon them.

Participants Devin Kehoe and Delaney

O’Connor, both of Hillsboro, said they

were changed by the experience. Devin

called the summit “eye-opening,” and

“a really fun experience that opens your mind further.” Delaney said she walked

away with a lot more confidence. “I know I can go back to my school and make a

difference,” she said. 

Aaliya Charania of Glen Allen, Va., went into more detail: “It was a great opportunity

to learn about not just the environment but how to communicate with others and how

to understand other people’s points of view and how to meet in a middle ground and

get your point across in a better manner so when you spread a message, the message

can be heard.”

It is those types of responses that keep our team motivated to continue these efforts.

That summit was the hard work of a large team of people, our faculty and students

and staff of Rocky Mountain Institute and Environmental Working Group.

Looking ahead, we have a stellar group of thought leaders coming to the campus this

fall. They also have the potential to impact the way we think about environmental
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D
ianna Cohen, co-

founder of Plastic

Pollution Coalition,

will speak at the Center

September 29 on “Plastic

Pollution: Its Impacts on Our

Health and the Health of our

Planet and What You Can Do.”

Plastic Pollution Coalition is

a global alliance of individuals,

organizations, businesses and

policymakers working toward

a world free of plastic pollution and its toxic impact

on humans, animals, the ocean and the environment. 

Cohen was inspired to co-found the group by her work

as an artist because her chosen material is the plastic

bag. “Having worked with the plastic bag as my primary

material for the past 25 years, all of the obvious

references to recycling, first-world culture, class, high

and low art give way to an almost formal process

which reflects the unique flexibility of the medium,”

she says.

She helps to raise awareness of ocean waste – the

majority of which is non-degradable plastic – and

everyday strategies to cut down the amount of single-

use, disposable plastic we use and throw away.

Cohen received her bachelor of arts degree from UCLA.

She has exhibited her works nationally and internationally

in gallery, foundation and museum exhibitions in

California, Hawaii, Alaska, Georgia, Australia, the

Netherlands, Spain, Yugoslavia, Africa, New Zealand,

Poland, France and Mexico.■

Center Celebrates its 20th Anniversary this Year

he Center for the Environment is commemorating

its 20th anniversary this year.

From the very beginning the Center has dedicated its

efforts to educating students and the public about envi-

ronmental stewardship and sustainability. It has strived

to serve as a model for others to emulate, and it has inten-

tionally brought diverse individuals to the table, serving

as a catalyst for innovative solutions to persistent

environmental challenges.

One of its first projects was lending its leadership to the

establishment of the Salisbury Greenway, followed by

hosting the first of seven annual statewide Watershed

Conferences, which focused on the Pfiesteria outbreak,

flooding and water pollution.

Throughout the years, the Center has brought nationally

known professionals to the campus to share new ideas

and broaden our knowledge of important issues. It has

tackled serious problems, like the high levels of ground-

level ozone in the region. It has guided students in

greening initiatives, and it has helped citizens who

were interest-

ed in learning

more about

everything

from solar

power to

health and

nutri tion.

“This year is

a time to

reflect on our

p r o g r e s s ,

which has

been consid-

erable,” says

Center Exe -

cutive Direc -

tor John Wear,

“and to rede -

dicate our-

selves to our mission, which has informed our actions

throughout our history.”■

Dianna Cohen

Center Hosts Artist Dianna Cohen of Plastic Pollution Coalition

Sustainable building that houses the Center

Next National Environmental Summit 
for High School Students

July 11-15, 2017

T
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S
alisbury Academy, Hominy Valley Elementary

in Asheville and Two Rivers Community School

in Boone recently received NC Green Schools

awards from the NC Green Schools Program, a non-

profit organization that promotes sustainability in the

state’s schools from pre-kindergarten through 12th

grade. 

Salisbury Academy received an NC Green School of

Promise award, and Two Rivers and Hominy Valley

received NC Green School of Quality awards. The

NC Green School of Promise Award is given to schools

that are taking initial steps to improve their sustainability

and environmental education curriculum. The NC

Green School of Quality Award is given to schools

that are taking active strides in improving and maintaining

sustainable practices and implementing a robust envi-

ronmental education curriculum.

In addition, Carolina International School in Concord

advanced to a School of Quality and C.T. Koontz

Intermediate School in Asheville advanced to a School

of Excellence.

Under the auspices of the Center for the Environment,

the NC Green Schools Program helps teachers connect

and share ideas, offers resources and tools to help

them start green initiatives and recognizes schools

that meet specified goals.

NC Green Schools Program Coordinator Katie Cavert

Ferrell noted that each school is unique in how it

integrates sustainability education and green practices.

“But what weaves these schools together is the way

they nurture a love and respect of the environment in

their students,” she said. “It’s truly inspiring!” 

John Wear, executive director of the Center for the

Environment, is pleased that younger students are

being encouraged to revere the environment and live

sustainably. “We at the Center want to congratulate

all these schools for their efforts to become NC Green

Schools,” he said. “It’s very important to help students

become environmentally aware at an early age. The

positive experiences they have now will inform their

actions in the future.”■

More Schools Earn NC Green Schools Awards

Hominy Valley kindergarteners
plant tomato seeds.

Salisbury Academy students
(from left) Charlie Barr,

Mason Brixey, Jack Heilig
and Christopher Portillo

transplant seedlings at
Garden Greenhouses as

part of the school’s part-
nership with Two Pigs

Farm.

Nathan Roark, owner and lead educator of Buffalo
Cove Educational Outdoor Center, teaches Two
Rivers’ first graders how to use a compass.
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NC Green Schools Hosts Learning Event
for Teachers

NC
Green Schools offered

workshops on school

gardens and renew-

able energy for the classroom at the

NC Green Schools Learning Event

in Boone on July 18. 

The event, which was sponsored by

the Appalachian Energy Summit and

the Center for the Environment,

allowed participants to share ideas

as they learned how to incorporate

practical lessons into their classrooms

and schoolyards.

Courtney Baines-Smith, Lettuce Learn director and

Watauga High School environmental science teacher,

and Shannon Carroll, Parkway School garden coor-

dinator, taught the workshop titled “Schoolyard

Ecology: Food, Flowers and Fun!” Participants

took away lesson plan ideas for science and

English/language arts classes as well as technology

tools for schoolyard gardening projects.

Carla Ramsdell, an advanced lecturer in the

Appalachian State University Department of Physics

and Astronomy, taught “It’s Electric! Renewable

Energy for the Classroom.” Participants learned

how to teach the basics of electricity and creative

ways to use natural energy sources like the sun,

wind and water for energy. The teachers learned

how to incorporate this material, including a hands-

on wind turbine design competition, creative brain-

storming and a solar cooking project into their

STEM (science, technology, engineering and math-

ematics) classrooms.

“We are very excited to host our first NC Green

Schools workshops for educators and be part of

the Appalachian Energy Summit,” says NC Green

Schools Program Coordinator Katie Cavert Ferrell.

“From pre-K to high school, from garden coordinators

to STEM teachers, these folks from across the state

are bypassing a day of summer break to come

together to learn and share sustainability education

practices. That’s dedication.

“The instructors really made the workshops fun,

hands-on and interactive, and these teachers are

now prepared to implement some awesome lessons

back home, whether growing a fall garden at their

school or boosting engineering and renewable

energy concepts in their science classes,” Cavert

Ferrell says.

Participants gave the event high marks. One teacher

said: “It’s exciting to think that all of this useful

information will be going back to our students.”■

Teachers went on a scavenger hunt and explored different learning stations
around Parkway School gardens. Here, they try out the veggie photo booth.

Teachers examine the blueberry bush station.
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S
tudents attending the National Environmental

Summit got a new spin on food when Dr.

Chris Magryta, a physician at Salisbury

Pediatrics, gave his two cents on peak fitness. 

He talked about how people should leave their comfort

zones in order to meet their peak state (where they

function at their best). Instead of the typical eating

healthy spiel, Magryta explained that what we put

in our body, food and otherwise, is like software to

a computer—it alters how the hardware (DNA)

works. In other words, what you put in your body

influences your DNA. 

Obesity trends from 1986-2013 made more sense

when Magryta said Americans are “the poster child

for what not to eat.” Though he encouraged students

to eat healthy and be active, he wasn’t pushy, stating,

“My job is to teach; I don’t judge your path.” 

He wanted students to find their own peak state by

trying to increase fruits and vegetables in their diets

and challenged them to see if it would make them

feel better and more energized. He also emphasized

the importance of reaching the peak state in more

than just food, explaining that peak performance

sometimes includes up to 10 hours of sleep per night. 

Even after all this physical health talk, Magryta

enlightened the students on the importance of mental

health, believing “the one other thing you do besides

eating well, is be positive….”■

- Ashley Everidge

Going for it!

Dr. Magryta  encourages students to form healthy habits.

The 2016 National Environmental Summit for High School Students increased the participants’ knowledge of environ-
mental issues and helped them develop leadership, collaboration and communication skills.
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entoring is something that is increasingly

important in this competitive world. 

Maybe that is why nationally-recognized sustainability,

health and wellness leader Heather White decided to

share her story with the students at the National

Environmental Summit for High School Students this

July. Early in the session, White asked the students to

“think about the people who have created opportunities

[for them].” She further explained that her first idea of

mentorship was that it was a “boys’ club,” and it all

happened when someone saw you in a crowd and pulled

you out, telling you he wanted to help you. 

Later, she realized mentors were really just people who

helped you achieve something. She told students to

“make your mentors” and to “have a plan…[and] write

your goals down.” She wanted students to know that

once they made the first move, it would go from there

because she believes that “the more people help you,

the more they want to help you.” 

For the second half of the session, White “interviewed”

Center for the Environment Executive Director John Wear

and Environmental Working Group’s Jocelyn Lyle. They

shared their own mentor experiences and so did the students.

Katie Allen of Mocksville said that “it was interesting to

hear how other people discovered their mentors because

mine has had such a huge impact on my life.” White

concluded the session by saying, “Mentors will be honest

with you…out of love.”■

- Ashley Everidge

Mentors: How to Find
Them, How to Be One

Heather White coaches students on skills they need to succeed.

Using Social Media to
Drive Social Change

P
articipants attending the National Environmental

Summit for High School Students in July engaged

in many sessions that addressed environmental

initiatives, as well as social change aimed at these envi-

ronmental issues. 

Jocelyn Lyle, vice president of development for

Environmental Working Group, talked with students

about how to use social media to inform people about

various issues and create a positive impact through this

sharing of knowledge. Simply put, she discussed how

to use social media for awareness and advocacy. 

This session was a conversation between the students

and Lyle, as she asked about their social media use,

from Facebook to Twitter. Some students even shared

some of the initiatives in their schools and communities. 

Lyle challenged them, asking, “How do you use this

media… that has no boundaries?” After this, students

discussed what gets them interested in a cause, mentioning

that a catchy hashtag, surprising title and humor are

all qualities to make them want to support a cause.

After highlighting these and other pieces of a successful

campaign, Jocelyn asked the students to create their

own campaigns, generating an interesting title and

some way to “sell” the idea to their peers. 

They presented three causes: going back to the old school

lunches, having less homework to give more time to sleep,

and advocating for people to drink more water. The students

all created hashtags to support their initiatives and presented

their ideas to the entire group. In the end, the less-home-

work-and-more-sleep group won.■

- Ashley Everidge

EWG’s Jocelyn Lyle asks students about their social media use.

M
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matters. The front cover of our newsletter tells about the

upcoming visits of Paul Ehrlich, Pete Myers and Erin

Brockovich. Dianna Cohen will also visit in September.

You will want to put the dates of those presentations on

your calendar.

We at the Center are de-

lighted we can offer

these opportunities to

our students and the

community.  It’s always

good to hear that inno-

vative ideas or bold ac-

tions shared by speakers

at the Center are making

– in Stan’s words – “a

dramatic difference in

the world’s environ-

ment.”■

the W. Alton Jones Foundation

in Charlottesville, Va. He co-

wrote Our Stolen Future, a book

that explores the scientific basis

of concern for how contamination

threatens fetal development.

Myers is now actively involved

in work to anticipate the inter-

actions among biogeochemical

forces set in motion by humans.

He serves as an adjunct professor

of chemistry at Carnegie Mellon University. In 2016 he

received a Laureate Award for Outstanding Public Service

from The Endocrine Society and in November will be

awarded a Champion of Science Award from the National

Institute of Environmental Health Sciences.■

National Environmental Summit
students engage in team-building
exercise with giant Jenga.

Dr. Pete Myers

Renowned Thought Leaders
(Continued from page 1)


